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A (fragment of a) process algebra satisfies unique parallel decomposition if the definable behaviours
admit a unique decomposition into indecomposable parallel components. In this paper we prove
that finite processes of the pi-calculus, i.e. processes that perform no infinite executions, satisfy this
property modulo strong bisimilarity and weak bisimilarity. Our results are obtained by an application
of a general technique for establishing unique parallel decomposition using decomposition orders.
1 Introduction
A (fragment of a) process algebra has unique parallel decomposition (UPD) if all definable behaviours
admit a unique decomposition into indecomposable parallel components. In this paper we prove that
finite processes definable in the pi-calculus satisfy this property modulo strong bisimilarity and modulo
weak bisimilarity.
From a theoretical point of view, this property is interesting because it can be used to prove other
theoretical properties about process calculi. For instance, relying on unique parallel decomposition,
Moller proves in [18, 19] that PA and CCS cannot be finitely axiomatized without auxiliary operations,
and Hirshfeld and Jerrum prove in [12] that bisimilarity is decidable for normed PA. Unique parallel
decomposition can be also used to define a notion of normal form. Such a notion of normal form is
useful in completeness proofs for equational axiomatizations in settings in which an elimination theorem
for parallel composition is lacking (see, e.g., [1, 2, 3, 9, 11]). In [13], UPD is used to prove complete
axiomatisation and decidability results in the context of a higher-order process calculus.
From a practical point of view, unique parallel decomposition can be used to devise methods for
finding the maximally parallel implementation of a behaviour [6], or for improving verification methods
[10]. In [8], a unique parallel decomposition result is used as a tool in the comparison of different security
notions in the context of electronic voting.
The UPD property has been widely studied for different process calculi and variants of the parallel
operator. Milner and Moller were the first to establish a unique parallel decomposition theorem; they
proved the property for a simple process calculus that allows the specification of all finite behaviours
up to strong bisimilarity and includes parallel composition in the form of pure interleaving without in-
teraction between its components [16]. Moller, in his dissertation [17], extended this result replacing
interleaving parallel composition by CCS parallel composition, and then also considering weak bisim-
ilarity. Christensen, also in his dissertation [5], proved unique decomposition for normed behaviours
recursively definable modulo strong bisimilarity, and for all behaviours recursively definable modulo
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distributed bisimilarity; the proof of the latter result relies on a cancellation law for parallel composition
up to distributed bisimilarity, first established by Castellani as [4, Lemma 4.14].
Most of the aforementioned unique parallel decomposition results were established with subsequent
refinements of an ingenious proof technique attributed to Milner. In [15], the notion of decomposition
order is introduced in order to formulate a sufficient condition on commutative monoids that facilitates
an abstract version of Milner’s proof technique. It is then proved that if a partial commutative monoid
can be endowed with a decomposition order, then it has unique decomposition. Thus, an algebraic tool
is obtained that allows one to prove UPD for a process calculus by finding a decomposition order.
The tool can deal with most of the settings aforementioned. In this paper, we show how the tool can
also be applied to obtain unique parallel decomposition results for finite processes of the pi-calculus w.r.t.
strong bisimilarity and w.r.t. weak bisimilarity. But, to this end, we do face two complications: The first
complication, in the context of the pi-calculus is that, as opposed to previous settings, the decomposition
order is not directly induced on the commutative monoid of processes by the transition relation. The
culprit is that, in general, two parallel components may fuse into a single indecomposable process as a
result of scope extrusion. To define the decomposition order we consider a fragment of the transition
relation that avoids this phenomenon. The second complication, which arises only in the case of weak
bisimilarity, is that certain transitions are deemed unobservable, and that, as a consequence, there are
transitions that do not change state (are between weakly bisimilar processes). We demonstrate that a
decomposition order can, nevertheless, be obtained by ignoring such stuttering transitions.
The paper [7] studies unique parallel decomposition w.r.t. both strong bisimilarity and weak bisimi-
larity for the applied pi-calculus. The applied pi-calculus is a variant of the pi-calculus that was designed
for the verification of cryptographic protocols. Its main feature is that channels can only transmit vari-
ables and the values of the variables are set using active substitutions. Roughly, active substitution is an
extension of the grammar of the pi-calculus that works as a ‘memory’ that save the value of a variable.
Because the variables in a transition are observable but the ‘memories’ are not, it is possible to mask
sensitive information. The proof of the result for the strong case in [7] relies on induction over the norm
of a process and the fact that the norm of the arguments of a parallel composition is less than the norm of
the parallel composition. Unfortunately, this property is not true because of the restriction operator (see
Section 4 for a counter example). This is the reason why we restrict ourselves to finite processes in the
strong setting. The proof of the weak case in [7] follows the proof technique attributed to Milner. The
general techniques from [15] cannot be applied directly in the setting of the applied pi-calculus due to
the active substitutions.
In [14], the second author presented an adaptation of the general result of [15] in order to make
it suitable for establishing unique parallel decomposition in settings with a notion of unobservable be-
haviour. The ensued technique amounts to showing that the transition relation induces a so-called weak
decomposition order satisfying a property that is called power cancellation. In the present paper, we
show how, instead of using the adapted technique from [14], the original technique from [15] may be
applied in settings with a notion of unobservable behaviour, considering a stutter-free fragment of the
transition relation. This method appears to be simpler than the method suggested by the result in [14].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly recall the abstract framework introduced
in [15] to prove UPD results. In Section 3 we recall the syntax and different semantics of the pi-calculus.
Section 4 is composed of two subsections. In Section 4.1 we introduce the notion of depth of a process
and we prove some properties of this notion. In Section 4.2 we use these results and the result in Sec-
tion 2 to prove that finite processes of the pi-calculus satisfy unique parallel decomposition w.r.t. strong
bisimilarity. Section 5 follows a similar structure. In Section 5.1 we introduce the notion of processes
without stuttering transitions and we prove some properties of this kind of processes. These properties
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and the result in Section 2 are used in Section 5.2 to prove that finite processes of the pi-calculus satisfy
unique parallel decomposition w.r.t. weak bisimilarity. In Section 6 we present some final remarks.
2 Decomposition orders
In this section, we briefly review the theory of unique decomposition for commutative monoids that we
shall apply in the remainder of the paper to prove UPD results in the context of the pi-calculus.
Definition 1. A commutative monoid is a set M with a distinguished element e and a binary operation
on M denoted by ⋅ such that for all x,y,z ∈M :
• x ⋅ (y ⋅ z) = (x ⋅y) ⋅ z (associativity);
• x ⋅y = y ⋅x (commutativity);
• x ⋅e = e ⋅x = x (identity).
In the remainder of the paper we often suppress the symbol ⋅ or use ∥.
Definition 2. An element p of a commutative monoid M is called indecomposable if p ≠ e and p = xy
implies x = e or y = e.
Definition 3. Let M be a commutative monoid. A decomposition in M is a finite multi-set *p1, . . . , pk+ of
indecomposable elements of M such that p1 ⋅ p2⋯pk is defined. The element p1 ⋅ p2⋯pk in M will be called
the composition associated with the decomposition *p1, . . . , pk+, and, conversely, we say that *p1, . . . , pk+
is a decomposition of the element p1 ⋅ p2⋯pk of M. Decompositions d = *p1, . . . , pk+ and d′ = *p′1, . . . , p′l+
are equivalent in M (notation d ≡ d′) if they have the same composition, i.e. p1 ⋅ p2⋯pk = p′1⋯p′l . A
decomposition d in M is unique if d ≡ d′ implies d = d′ for all decompositions d′ in M. We say that an
element x of M has a unique decomposition if it has a decomposition and this decomposition is unique.
If every element of M has a unique decomposition, then we say that M has unique decomposition.
Theorem 1 below gives a sufficient condition to ensure that a commutative monoid M has unique
decomposition. It requires the existence of a decomposition order for M.
Definition 4. Let M be a commutative monoid; a partial order ≼ on M is a decomposition order if
1. it is well-founded, i.e., for every non-empty subset ˆM ⊆ M there is m ∈ ˆM such that for all m′ ∈ M,
m′ ≼m implies m′ =m. In this case, we say that m is a ≼-minimal element of ˆM;
2. the identity element e of M is the least element of M with respect to ≼, i.e., e ≼ x for all x in M;
3. ≼ is strictly compatible, i.e., for all x,y,z ∈M if x ≺ y (i.e. x ≼ y and x ≠ y) and yz is defined, xz ≺ yz;
4. it is precompositional, i.e., for all x,y,z ∈M x ≼ yz implies x = y′z′ for some y′ ≼ y and z′ ≼ z; and
5. it is Archimedean, i.e., for all x,y ∈M xn ≼ y for all n ∈N0 implies that x = e.
Theorem 1 ([15]). Every commutative monoid M with a decomposition order has unique decomposition.
3 The pi-calculus
We recall the syntax of the pi-calculus and the rules to define the transition relation [20]. We assume a
set of names or channels V . We use a,b,c,x,y,z to range over V .
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xy.P
xy
Ð→ P
(Out)
x(z).P
xy
Ð→ P{y/z}
(Inp)
τ .P τÐ→ P
(Tau) pi.P
α
Ð→ P
[x = x]pi.P αÐ→ P
(Mat)
P αÐ→ P′
P+Q αÐ→ P′
(Sum-L) P
α
Ð→ P′
P ∣ Q αÐ→ P′ ∣ Q
bn(α)∩ fn(Q) =∅ (Par-L)
P
xy
Ð→ P′ Q xyÐ→Q′
P ∣ Q τÐ→ P′ ∣ Q′
(Comm-L) P
x(z)
ÐÐ→ P′ Q xzÐ→Q′
P ∣ Q τÐ→ νz(P′ ∣ Q′)
z /∈ fn(Q) (Close-L)
P αÐ→ P′
νz(P) αÐ→ νz(P′)
z /∈ n(α) (Res) P
xz
Ð→ P′
νz(P)
x(z)
ÐÐ→ P′
z ≠ x (Open) P
α
Ð→ P′
!P αÐ→ P′ ∣!P
(Rep-Act)
P
xy
Ð→ P′ P
xy
Ð→ P′′
!P τÐ→ (P′ ∣ P′′) ∣!P
(Rep-Comm) P
x(z)
ÐÐ→ P′ P xzÐ→ P′′
!P τÐ→ (νz(P′ ∣ P′′)) ∣!P
z /∈ fn(P) (Rep-Close-L)
Table 1: Transition rules for the pi-calculus
Definition 5. The processes, summations and prefixes of the pi-calculus are given respectively by
P ∶∶= M ∣ P ∣ P′ ∣ νz.P ∣ !P
M ∶∶= 0 ∣ pi.P ∣ M+M′
pi ∶∶= xy ∣ x(z) ∣ τ ∣ [x = y]pi
We denote with Π the set of processes of the pi-calculus.
An occurrence of a name z ∈ V is bound in a process P if it is in the scope of a restriction νz or of an
input a(z). A name a ∈ V is free in a process P if there is at least one occurrence of a that is not bound.
We write bn(P) and fn(P) to denote, respectively, the set of bound names and free names of a process P.
The set of names of a process P is defined by n(P) = bn(P)∪ fn(P). We employ the following convention
of the pi-calculus w.r.t. names.
Convention 1. [20, P.47] In any discussion, we assume that the bound names of any processes or actions
under consideration are chosen to be different from the names free in any other entities under consid-
eration, such as processes, actions, substitutions, and sets of names. This convention is subject to the
limitation that in considering a transition P
x(z)
ÐÐ→Q, the name z that is bound in x(z) and in P may occur
free in Q. This limitation is necessary for expressing scope extrusion.
The transition relation associated to a term is defined by the rules in Table 1, where we have omitted
the symmetric version of the rules (Sum-L), (Par-L), (Comm-L) and (Close-L). We denote with A the set
of visible actions that can be executed by a process P ∈ Π, i.e. A = {xy ∣ x,y ∈ V}∪{xy ∣ x,y ∈ V}∪{x(z) ∣
x,z ∈ V}. The action τ is the internal action. We define Aτ = A∪{τ}. For P,P′ ∈Π and α ∈ Aτ , we write
P αÐ→ P′ if there is a derivation of P αÐ→ P′ with rules in Table 1.
Definition 6. Strong bisimilarity is the largest symmetric relation over Π, notation ∼, such that whenever
P ∼Q, if P αÐ→ P′ then there is Q′ s.t. Q αÐ→Q′ and P′ ∼Q′.
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The relation ∼ is not compatible with input prefix: We have that
zx ∣ a(y) ∼ zx.a(y)+a(y).zx ,
whereas
b(a).(zx ∣ a(y)) /∼ b(a).(zx.a(y)+a(y).z),
because when z is received over the channel a, we have
(zx ∣ a(y)){a/z} /∼ (zx.a(y)+a(y).z){a/z} .
Hence, ∼ is not a congruence for the full syntax of the pi-calculus. It is, however, a so-called non-input
congruence (see [20, Theorem 2.2.8]): it is compatible with all the other constructs in the syntax. In the
present paper we shall only use the fact that ∼ is compatible with parallel composition, i.e., if P1 ∼ Q1
and P2 ∼Q2, then P1 ∣ P2 ∼Q1 ∣ Q2.
We recall now the weak variant of bisimilarity. We write PÔ⇒ P′ if P = P′ or if there are P0, . . . ,Pn
with n > 0 s.t. P = P0
τ
Ð→ . . .
τ
Ð→ Pn = P′. We write P
α
Ô⇒ Q with α ∈ Aτ if there are P′,Q′ s.t. PÔ⇒
P′ αÐ→Q′Ô⇒Q. Notice the difference between PÔ⇒ P′ and P τÔ⇒ P′, in the second case, at least one
τ-transition is executed.
Definition 7. Weak bisimilarity is the largest symmetric relation over Π, notation ≈, such that whenever
P ≈Q, (i) if P αÐ→ P′ with α ∈ A then there is Q′ s.t. Q αÔ⇒Q′ and P′ ≈Q′ and (ii) if P τÐ→ P′ then there is
Q′ s.t. QÔ⇒Q′ and P′ ≈Q′.
Like strong bisimilarity, it is only possible to prove that ≈ is a congruence for non-input contexts (see
[20, Theorem 2.4.22]).
4 Unique decomposition with respect to strong bisimilarity
In this section, we shall use the result presented in Section 2 to prove that every finite pi-calculus process
has a unique parallel decomposition w.r.t. strong bisimilarity. In Section 4.1 we introduce the definition
of depth of a process and some of its properties. We also explain why we restrict our development to
finite processes. In Section 4.2 we present the unique decomposition result.
4.1 The depth of a process
Given a set X , we denote with X∗ the set of finite sequences over X , where ε ∈X∗ is the empty sequence.
For ω = α1α2⋯αn ∈ A∗τ with n > 0, we write P
ω
Ð→ P′ if there are processes P0,P1, . . . ,Pn s.t. P = P0
α1Ð→
P1
α2Ð→ . . .
αnÐ→Pn =P′. If ω = ε , then P
ω
Ð→P′ implies P′ =P. If we are not interested in P′, we write P ωÐ→.
In addition, we write P ↓ if for all α ∈ Aτ , P
α
Ð→/ .
Definition 8. Let length ∶ A∗τ →N0 be the function defined by
length(ω) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if ω = ε ,
length(ω ′)+1 if ω = αω ′ and α ≠ τ
length(ω ′)+2 if ω = αω ′ and α = τ
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Definition 9. A process P ∈Π is normed if there is ω ∈A∗τ such that P ωÐ→ P′ ↓. We denote with Πn the set
of normed processes. The depth ∶Πn→N0∪{∞} and the norm ∶Πn→N0 of a normed process P ∈Π are
defined, respectively, by
depth(P) =sup({length(ω) ∣ P ωÐ→ P′ and P′ ↓})
norm(P) = inf({length(ω) ∣ P ωÐ→ P′ and P′ ↓})
Where sup(X) =∞ whenever X is an infinite set, and inf(∅) =∞.
We remark that we have assigned a higher weight to occurrences of the label τ in the definition of the
length of a sequence ω ∈ A∗τ . This is to ensure that depth is additive w.r.t. parallel composition (i.e., the
depth of a parallel composition is the sum of the depths of its components), as we shall prove in Lemma 6)
below. As opposed to other process calculi for which unique decomposition has been established (see,
e.g. [15]), due to scope extrusion, norm is not additive for the pi-calculus: Consider
P = P0 ∣ P1 = νz(az) ∣ a(x).!xa
P is normed because P τÐ→ νz(0 ∣!za) ↓ but P1 is not because it only performs an execution of infinite
length. Then, to ensure this kind of properties, one approach could be just consider normed processes.
Unfortunately this is not enough. Consider
Q =Q0 ∣ Q1 = νz(az) ∣ a(x).xa
Processes Q, Q0 and Q1 are normed and, moreover, they perform no infinite execution. Despite this,
we have that norm(Q) = 2, because Q τÐ→ νz(0 ∣ za) ↓, and norm(Q0)+norm(Q1) = 1+2 = 3. Moreover,
notice that the norm of the arguments of a parallel composition is not less than the norm of the parallel
composition, i.e. norm(Q) = 2 and norm(Q1) = 2. In particular, these examples show that item 4 in
Lemma 3 of [7] (norm is additive) is false, and, as a consequence, some proofs in [7] are flawed. The
authors of [7] proposed a solution to this problem that we discuss in the conclusion of this paper. So, to
facilitate inductive reasoning, we will consider finite processes and depth.
Definition 10. A process P ∈ Π is finite if there is n ∈N0 s.t. there is no ω = α1α2⋯αn+1 ∈ A∗τ such that
P ωÐ→. We denote with Π f the set of finite processes of Π.
Following the last example, we have that Q, Q0,Q1 ∈Π f and depth(Q) = 3 = depth(Q0)+depth(Q1).
To conclude this section we present a collection of results including lemmas and theorems. Most of
the lemmas are only needed to prove the theorems. The theorems and only few lemmas will be used in
the next section. Theorem 2 states that bisimilar processes have the same depth. Theorem 3 states that
the depth of a parallel composition of two processes not bisimilar to 0 is greater than the depth of each
process. Thanks to these results, we will able to extend the notion of depth to equivalence classes and
apply inductive reasoning.
Lemma 1. For all P ∈ Π f , P /∼ 0 implies depth(P) > 0.
Lemma 2. If P ∈ Π f and P αÐ→ P′, α ∈ Aτ , then P′ ∈Π f and depth(P) > depth(P′).
Theorem 2. If P ∼Q then P ∈Π f iff Q ∈ Π f ; moreover, depth(P) = depth(Q).
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Proof. Suppose that P ∼Q. Then, clearly, P ωÐ→ iff Q ωÐ→, and hence P ∈Π f iff Q ∈Π f .
To prove that depth(P) = depth(Q), first note that if P,Q /∈ Π f , then depth(P) =∞ = depth(Q). In
the case that remains, both depth(P) and depth(Q) are natural numbers; we proceed by induction over
depth(P). If depth(P) = 0 then P ∼ 0 by Lemma 1 , so Q ∼ 0 and therefore depth(Q) = 0. Suppose
now depth(P) = n > 0. Assume that the statement holds for processes with depth less than n. Suppose
depth(Q) =m > n then there is Q′ s.t. Q αÐ→Q′ and m = length(α)+depth(Q′). By definition of ∼, we get
P αÐ→ P′, P′ ∼ Q′. By Lemma 2, depth(P′) < depth(P), therefore depth(P′) = depth(Q′) and depth(P) ≥
depth(P′)+ length(α) =m > n = depth(P), i.e. we get a contradiction. Similarly, for the case depth(Q) =
m < n, we can reach a contradiction by considering a transition P αÐ→ P′ with n = length(α)+depth(P′).
Then we can conclude depth(P) = depth(Q).
Lemma 3. Let P,P′ ∈ Π f , ω = αω ′ ∈ A∗τ be such that P
α
Ð→ P′ ω
′
Ð→ and depth(P) = length(ω). Then
depth(P′) = length(ω ′) and therefore depth(P) = depth(P′)+ length(α).
Lemma 4. For all P ∈ Π f , depth(P) ≥ depth(νz(P)) for all z ∈ V .
Lemma 5. Let P,Q ∈ Π f and ω ∈ A∗τ be such that P ∣ Q
ω
Ð→ and length(ω) = depth(P ∣ Q). Then, there
are ω1,ω2 ∈ A∗τ such that P
ω1Ð→, Q ω2Ð→ and length(ω1)+ length(ω2) = length(ω).
Proof. We proceed by complete induction on n = depth(P)+depth(Q). Suppose that the property holds
for parallel compositions of finite processes such that the sum of the depths is smaller than n > 0. Let
ω =αω ′ and R be such that length(ω) = n and P ∣ Q αÐ→R ω
′
Ð→. We analyse the different ways of deriving
the first transition (we omit the symmetric cases).
• Case (Par-L). Then P αÐ→P′ and R =P′ ∣Q. By Lemma 3 and induction depth(P′ ∣Q)= length(ω ′)<
n and then there are ω1 and ω2 s.t. P′
ω1Ð→, Q ω2Ð→ and length(ω1)+ length(ω2) = length(ω ′). Then
P
αω1ÐÐ→ and length(αω1)+ length(ω2) = length(ω).
• Case (Comm-L). Then P xyÐ→ P′, Q xyÐ→ Q′ and R = P′ ∣ Q′ and α = τ . By Lemma 3 and induction
depth(P′ ∣ Q′) = length(ω ′) < length(τ)+ length(ω ′) = n and then there are ω1 and ω2 s.t. P′ ω1Ð→,
Q′ ω2Ð→ and length(ω1)+ length(ω2) = length(ω ′). Then P xyω1ÐÐ→ and Q xyω2ÐÐ→ and length(xyω1)+
length(xyω2) = length(τ)+ length(ω ′) = length(ω).
• Case (Close-L). Then P x(z)ÐÐ→ P′,Q xzÐ→ Q′, α = τ and R = νz(P′ ∣ Q′). The side condition of
(Close-L) allows us to use the rules (Par-L) and its symmetric version, then P ∣ Q x(z)xzÐÐÐ→ P′ ∣ Q′.
On one hand, by Lemma 4, depth(P′ ∣ Q′) ≥ depth(νz(P′ ∣ Q′)). On the other hand, depth(P′ ∣
Q′) ≤ depth(νz(P′ ∣ Q′)) because ω = τω ′ is a maximal execution, length(τ) = length(xzxz),
νz(P′ ∣ Q′) ω
′
Ð→ and by Lemma 3. Then depth(P′ ∣ Q′) = depth(νz(P′ ∣ Q′)) < n. Moreover, there
is ω ′′ such that P′ ∣ Q′ ω
′′
ÐÐ→ and length(xzxzω ′′) = depth(P ∣ Q). Then P ∣ Q x(z)ÐÐ→ P′ ∣ Q xzω
′′
ÐÐÐ→ with
length(xzω ′′) < n. From this point we can repeat the proof of the first case.
Lemma 6. For all processes P,Q ∈Π f , depth(P ∣ Q) = depth(P)+depth(Q).
Proof. By Lemma 5 we can ensure depth(P ∣ Q) ≤ depth(P)+ depth(Q). On the other hand, by Con-
vention 1, we have that P ωÐ→ or Q ωÐ→ implies P ∣ Q ωÐ→. This allows us to conclude depth(P ∣ Q) ≥
depth(P)+depth(Q) and therefore depth(P ∣ Q) = depth(P)+depth(Q).
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Lemma 7. For all P,Q ∈Π, P,Q ∈Π f iff P ∣ Q ∈ Π f .
Theorem 3. If P,Q,R ∈Π f , P /∼ 0, Q /∼0 and P ∣Q∼R then depth(P)< depth(R) and depth(Q)< depth(R).
Proof. By Lemma 1, depth(P)> 0, depth(Q)> 0. By Theorem 2, depth(R)= depth(P ∣Q). By Lemma 6,
depth(R) = depth(P)+depth(Q) and we conclude depth(P) < depth(R) and depth(Q) < depth(R).
4.2 Unique decomposition
The commutative monoid associated with Π f modulo ∼ is defined by
• P∼ = {[P]∼ ∶ P ∈Π f} where [P]∼ = {P′ ∶ P′ ∼ P}
• e = [0]∼ ∈ P∼ .
• ∥ ∶ P∼×P∼→ P∼ is such that [P]∼ ∥ [Q]∼ = [P ∣ Q]∼
By Lemma 7 we have that the definition of ∥ is sound. By Theorem 2 we have that all P′ ∈ [P]∼ have the
same depth. Then we can lift function depth to P∼, i.e. depth([P]∼) = depth(P).
Lemma 8. P∼ with neutral element [0]∼ and binary operation ∥ is a commutative monoid. I.e., ∥ ⊆
P∼×P∼ satisfies the associativity, commutativity and identity properties.
In order to use the Theorem 1 we need to define on P∼ a decomposition order. In [15, 14], it is
shown that the transition relation directly induces a decomposition order on a commutative monoid of
processes. In the case of the pi-calculus, however, the order induced by the transition relation cannot
be directly used, as is illustrated by the following example: Define a binary relation ↝ ⊆ P∼ ×P∼ by
[R]∼ ↝ [S]∼ if there is R′ ∈ [R]∼ and S′ ∈ [S]∼ such that R′
α
Ð→ S′. We denote the inverse of the reflexive-
transitive closure of ↝ by ≼↝, i.e., ≼↝ = (↝∗)−1. The order ≼↝ is not precompositional. Consider the
processes P = νz.(az.zc.ca) and Q = a(x).x(y).yb. Then
• P ∣ Q = νz.(az.zc.ca) ∣ a(x).x(y).yb τÐ→ νz.(zc.ca ∣ z(y).yb) = R and therefore
• [P]∼ ∥ [Q]∼ = [P ∥Q]∼↝ [R]∼ = [νz.(zc.ca ∣ z(y).yb)]∼.
• Note that R executes only one transition, i.e. νz.(zc.ca ∣ z(y).yb) τÐ→ νz(ca ∣ cb), then it is clear that
there are no processes P′ and Q′ s.t.
[νz.(az.zc.ca)]∼↝
∗ [P′]∼ [a(x).x(y).yb]∼↝
∗ [Q′]∼ [P′]∼ ∥ [Q′]∼ = [νz(zc.ca ∣ z(y).yb)]∼
The particularity of this example is the scope extrusion. We need to define an order based on a
fragment of the transition relation that avoids this phenomenon. We shall define the partial order ≼ over
P∼ as the reflexive-transitive closure of the relation Ð→ ⊆ P∼×P∼, which is, in turn, defined as follows:
Ð→0 = {([P]∼,[Q]∼) ∶ P
α
Ð→Q,α ∈ Aτ and /∃ P0,P1 ∈Π f s.t. P0 /∼ 0,P1 /∼ 0,P0 ∣ P1 ∼ P}
Ð→k+1 = {([P0 ∣ P1]∼,[Q0 ∣ P1]∼) ∶ [P0]∼Ð→k [Q0]∼,P1 ∈Π f}
∪{([P0 ∣ P1]∼,[P0 ∣ Q1]∼) ∶ [P1]∼Ð→k [Q1]∼,P0 ∈ Π f}
Ð→ =
∞
⋃
k=0
Ð→n .
The partial order ≼ is defined as the inverse of the reflexive-transitive closure of Ð→ i.e., ≼ = (Ð→∗)−1.
We write [P]∼ ≺ [Q]∼ if [P]∼ ≼ [Q]∼ and [P]∼ ≠ [Q]∼. Notice that the definition ofÐ→ avoids any kind of
communications between the arguments of the parallel operator, this ensures that the scope extrusion is
also avoided.
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Lemma 9. If [P]∼Ð→ [Q]∼ then depth([Q]∼) < depth([P]∼).
Lemma 10. ≼ is a partial order.
Proof. We have to prove that ≼ is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive. ≼ is reflexive and transitive
because it is the reflexive-transitive closure ofÐ→. To prove that ≼ is antisymmetric notice that [P]∼ ≺ [Q]∼
implies [Q]∼ = [Pn]∼ Ð→ . . . Ð→ [P1]∼ Ð→ [P0]∼ = [P]∼ for n > 0 and then, by Lemma 9, depth([P]∼) <
depth([Q]∼). Therefore [P]∼ ≼ [Q]∼ and [Q]∼ ≼ [P]∼ implies [P]∼ = [Q]∼.
In Lemma 12, we prove that ≼ is a decomposition order. To prove this result we need to add a last
auxiliary result, Lemma 11.
Lemma 11. If P ∈Π f and depth(P) > 0 then there is Q s.t. [P]∼Ð→ [Q]∼.
Proof. We proceed by complete induction over n = depth(P). Assume that the hypothesis holds for
values less than n ≥ 1. Suppose there are no P0,P1 ∈Π f such that P ∼ P0 ∣ P1, P0 /∼ 0 and P1 /∼ 0. Given that
n ≥ 1 then there is α ∈ Aτ s.t. P
α
Ð→ P′. Then [P]∼Ð→0 [P′]∼ and therefore [P]∼ Ð→ [P′]∼. Finally, we can
define [Q]∼ = [P′]∼.
Suppose there are P0,P1 ∈Π f such that P ∼ P0 ∣ P1, P0 /∼ 0 and P1 /∼ 0, then [P]∼ = [P0 ∣ P1]∼. By Theo-
rem 3 depth(P0) < depth(P) and by Lemma 1 depth(P0) > 0. By induction there is Q0 s.t. [P0]∼Ð→ [Q0]∼
and therefore there is k s.t. [P0]∼Ð→k [Q0]∼ By definitions ofÐ→k+1 andÐ→, [P0 ∣ P1]∼Ð→k+1 [Q0 ∣ P1]∼ and
[P0 ∣ P1]∼Ð→ [Q0 ∣ P1]∼. Therefore if we define [Q]∼ = [Q0 ∥ P1]∼ the proof is complete.
Lemma 12. ≼ ⊆ P∼×P∼ is a decomposition order.
Proof. 1. ≼ is well-founded. We have to prove that every non-empty subset of P∼ has a ≼-minimal
element. Let X ⊆ P∼ with X ≠ ∅. Let [P]∼ be s.t. [P]∼ ∈ X and depth([P]∼) = min{depth([Q]∼) ∣
[Q]∼ ∈ X}, then [P]∼ is a minimal element of X by Lemma 9 and definition of ≼.
2. [0]∼ is the least element of P∼ w.r.t. ≼. We consider [P]∼ and proceed by induction on depth(P). If
depth(P) = 0, then P ∼ 0 and therefore [P]∼ = [0]∼. Suppose that depth(P) = n > 0. By Lemma 11
there is Q s.t. [P]∼Ð→ [Q]∼. By Lemma 9, depth(Q) < depth(P). By induction and definition of ≼,
[0]∼ ≼ [Q]∼ ≼ [P]∼.
3. ≼ is strictly compatible. Suppose [Q]∼ ≺ [P]∼ and consider [P]∼ ∥ [S]∼. By definition of ≺ there
are P0, . . . ,Pn ∈Π f , with n > 0, s.t. [P]∼ = [P0]∼Ð→ [P1]∼Ð→ . . .Ð→ [Pn]∼ = [Q]∼. By definition ofÐ→,
for each i = 0, . . .n−1 there is ki s.t. [Pi]∼Ð→ki [Qi]∼. Define k =max{ki ∶ i = 0, . . .n−1}. Then
[P]∼ ∥ [S]∼ = [P0]∼ ∥ [S]∼ = [P0 ∣ S]∼Ð→k+1 . . .Ð→k+1 [Pn ∣ S]∼ = [Pn]∼ ∥ [S]∼ = [Q]∼ ∥ [S]∼
By definition ofÐ→,
[P]∼ ∥ [S]∼ = [P0]∼ ∥ [S]∼ = [P0 ∣ S]∼Ð→ . . .Ð→ [Pn ∣ S]∼ = [Pn]∼ ∥ [S]∼ = [Q]∼ ∥ [S]∼
By Lemma 9 and n > 0, depth([P]∼ ∥ [S]∼) > depth([Q]∼ ∥ [S]∼). Then [Q]∼ ∥ [S]∼ ≺ [P]∼ ∥ [S]∼.
4. ≼ is precompositional. Suppose [P]∼ ≼ [Q]∼ ∥ [R]∼, we have to prove there are [Q′]∼ ≼ [Q]∼ and
[R′]∼ ≼ [R]∼ s.t. [P]∼ = [Q′]∼ ∥ [R′]∼. If Q ∼ R ∼ 0 then Q′ ∼ R′ ∼ 0 and the conditions are satisfied.
Suppose that only one of both processes is bisimilar to 0. W.l.o.g. suppose Q /∼ 0 and R ∼ 0. In this
case, [P]∼ ≼ [Q]∼ ∥ [R]∼ = [Q]∼, then if we define [Q′]∼ = [P]∼ and [R′]∼ = [0]∼, the conditions
are also satisfied. Suppose now that Q /∼ 0 and R /∼ 0. By definition of ≼ there are n ≥ 0 and
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processes Sn, . . . ,S0 s.t. [Q]∼ ∥ [R]∼ = [Q ∣ R]∼ = [Sn]∼ Ð→ . . .Ð→ [S0]∼ = [P]∼. The proof proceed
by induction on n. Suppose that the hypothesis holds for n, we prove the case n+1. Given that
[Sn+1]∼ = [Q ∣ R]∼ = [Q]∼ ∥ [R]∼ Ð→ [Sn]∼, by definition of Ð→, there is T s.t. either [Q]∼ Ð→ [T ]∼
and [Sn]∼ = [T ∣ R]∼ or, [R]∼ Ð→ [T ]∼ and [Sn]∼ = [Q ∣ T ]∼. (We have omitted the sub-index of Ð→
because it does not play any role.) W.l.o.g. suppose that [Q]∼Ð→ [T ]∼ and [Sn]∼ = [T ∣ R]∼. Then
[P]∼ ≼ [T ∣ R]∼ = [T ]∼ ∥ [R]∼. By induction there are [T ′]∼ and [R′]∼ s.t. [T ′]∼ ≼ [T ]∼, [R′]∼ ≼ [R]∼
and [P]∼ = [T ′]∼ ∥ [R′]∼. Because [T ]∼ ≼ [Q]∼ and ≼ is a partial order, we have that [T ′]∼ ≼ [Q]∼
and we can conclude the proof.
5. ≼ is Archimedean. Suppose that [P]∼,[Q]∼ ∈ P∼ are s.t. [P]n∼ ≼ [Q]∼ for all n ∈N0. By Lemma 6,
depth(Pn) = n ⋅depth(P). Given that depth(Q) ∈N0 we can conclude that depth(P) = 0 and there-
fore [P]∼ = [0]∼.
By Theorem 1, it follows that P∼ has unique decomposition.
Corollary 1. The commutative monoid P∼ has unique decomposition.
5 Unique parallel decomposition with respect to weak bisimilarity
To prove the result of unique parallel decomposition w.r.t. strong bisimilarity, we relied on the definition
of depth and on the properties that are satisfied when we take into account strong bisimilarity. In partic-
ular, we proved that all strongly bisimilar processes have the same depth. For the weak bisimilarity we
do not have the same property. Consider the following processes
P = xy.0 P′ = τ .xy.0 P′′ = τ .τ .xy.0
Notice that P ≈ P′ ≈ P′′, despite this, depth(P) < depth(P′) < depth(P′′). To avoid this problem and
to adapt the ideas behind results in the previous section, we will consider processes without stuttering
transitions. A transition P αÐ→ P′ is a stuttering transition if α = τ and P ≈ P′.
We could not establish UPD for normed processes in the strong setting, because the norm of the
arguments of a parallel composition is not necessarily less than the norm of the parallel composition. In
the weak setting, it is known that normed processes of Π do not satisfy UPD w.r.t. bisimilarity. Consider
the following counter example [7]: define P = νz(zc ∣ z(x).!ab ∣ z(y)). P is normed because P τÐ→ νz(0 ∣
z(x).!ab ∣ 0) ↓ but there is no a unique parallel decomposition of P because P ≈ P ∣ P.
We study processes without stuttering transitions in Section 5.1. Using the results developed in
that section and Theorem 1, in Section 5.2 we prove that for finite processes there is a unique parallel
decomposition w.r.t. weak bisimilarity.
5.1 Processes without stuttering steps
For ω = a1a2⋯an ∈ A∗τ with n > 0, we write P
ω
Ô⇒ P′ if there are processes P0,P1, . . . ,Pn s.t. P = P0
a1
Ô⇒
P1
a2
Ô⇒ . . .
an
Ô⇒ Pn = P′. If ω = ε , then P
ω
Ô⇒ P′ implies PÔ⇒ P′.
Definition 11. A process P ∈ Π f is a process without stuttering transitions if there are no ω ∈ A∗ and
P′,P′′ ∈ Π f s.t. P
ω
Ô⇒ P′ τÐ→ P′′ and P′ ≈ P′′. We denote with Π /↻ the set of processes of Π f without
stuttering transitions.
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In Section 4.1 we discussed why we do not consider infinite processes, this discussion also applies
for weak bisimilarity. By definition, Π /↻ ⊆Π f . This fact and Lemma 14 ensure that we can use processes
in Π /↻ to define properties over equivalence classes of processes in Π f w.r.t. weak bisimilarity.
To prove Lemma 14 we need to introduce some notation and Lemma 13. We write x(z).P to denote
νz.xz.P. We call x(z) a bound-output prefix. We use λ to range over prefixes, including bound-outputs.
Lemma 13. For all P ∈Π f there are prefixes λ1, . . . ,λn and processes P1, . . . ,Pn such that P ∼∑ni=1 λi.Pi.
Proof. The proof proceeds by structural induction on P. Cases P = 0, P = pi.P′ are straightforward by
definition. For the case P = P1+P2, by induction hypothesis there are processes Q1 =∑i∈I λi.Pi and Q2 =
∑ j∈J λ j.Pj and bisimulations R1 and R2 s.t. Pk Rk Qk for k = 1,2. It is easy to see that {(P,Q1+Q2)}∪ R1
∪ R2 is a bisimulation. Case P = P1 ∣ P2 is straightforward by induction and the Expansion Lemma for ∼
in the pi-calculus [20, Lemma 2.2.14]. Thanks this lemma we can state that for all P = ∑i∈I λiPi and
Q =∑ j∈J λ jQ j there is R =∑k∈K λkRk s.t. P ∣ Q ∼ R. Case P = νz.P′ proceeds by structural induction on
P′. If P′ = 0 then νz.P′ ≈ 0 =∑0i=1 λi.Pi. If P′ = pi.P′′ then there are three cases to analyse: (i) z /∈ n(pi) then
P ∼ pi.(νz.P′′), (ii) pi = xz then νz.P′ can be denoted by x(z)P′′, (iii) z ∈ n(pi) and pi ≠ xz then νz.pi.P′′ ∼ 0.
If P′ = P0+P1 then notice that νz(P0+P1) ∼ νz.P0+νz.P1; by induction there are processes ∑i∈I λiPi and
∑ j∈J λ jPj s.t. νz.P0 ∼∑i∈I λiPi and νz.P1 ∼∑ j∈J λ jPj. From this point, the proof follows as in the case
P = P1 +P2. Finally, case P′ = P0 ∣ P1 can be reduced to the previous case using the Expansion Lemma
for ∼ ([20, Lemma 2.2.14]).
Lemma 14. For every process P ∈Π f there is Q ∈Π /↻ s.t. P ≈Q.
Proof. The proof of the result follows by complete induction on n = depth(P). By Lemma 13 for P ∈Π f
there are prefixes λ1, . . . ,λn and processes P1, . . . ,Pn such that P ∼∑ni=1 λi.Pi. By induction and Lemma 2,
for each i there is Qi ∈Π /↻ s.t. Pi ≈Qi. Then if we define
Q =∑i∈{1,...n} and P/≈Pi λi.Qi
we get Q s.t. Q ∈Π /↻ and P ≈Q.
We cannot restrict our attention only to processes in Π /↻ because the property of not executing
stuttering transitions is not preserved by parallel composition. Consider the processes P0 = νz(az) and
P1 = a(x).(xb+τ .cb). Both P0,P1 ∈Π /↻ but P0 ∥ P1 /∈Π /↻ because
P0 ∥ P1 = νz(az) ∥ a(x).(xb+τ .cb)
τ
Ð→ νz(0 ∥ (zb+τ .cb)) ∼ τ .cb ≈ cb
If we compare this fact with the strong setting, we can say that it is not possible to prove a lemma similar
to Lemma 7 for processes in Π /↻.
As in Section 4.1, we conclude with a collection of theorems and lemmas. Theorems 4 and 5 are
equivalent, respectively, to Theorems 2 and 3 but w.r.t. processes in Π /↻ and weak bisimilarity. Most of
the lemmas are needed to prove these results and only a few of them are used in the next section.
Lemma 15. If P ∈Π /↻ and P ωÔ⇒Q for ω ∈ A∗τ then Q ∈ Π /↻.
Proof. Suppose Q /∈ Π /↻, then there are ω ′ ∈ A∗ and Q′,Q′′ ∈ Π f s.t. Q ω
′
Ô⇒Q′ τÐ→Q′′ with Q′ ≈Q′′. Let
ω˜ obtained from ω by removing τ’s actions. Then P ω˜ω
′
Ô⇒ Q′ τÐ→ Q′′ and therefore P /∈ Π /↻, which is a
contradiction.
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Lemma 16. If P,Q ∈ Π /↻ are s.t. P ≈Q and P αÐ→ P′ with α ∈ Aτ , then Q αÔ⇒Q′, i.e. Q executes at least
a transition, and P′ ≈Q′
Proof. If α ≠ τ the result is straightforward by Def. 7. If α = τ and there is no transition Q0 τÐ→ Q1 s.t.
QÔ⇒Q0 τÐ→Q1 Ô⇒Q′ and P′ ≈Q′ then P′ ≈ Q since P ≈ Q. This implies that P ≈Q ≈ P′, i.e. P αÐ→ P′
is a stuttering transition. This contradicts P ∈Π /↻.
Theorem 4. If P,Q ∈Π /↻ and P ≈Q then depth(P) = depth(Q).
Proof. We proceed by complete induction over n = depth(P). If depth(P) = 0, then P ∼ 0 and moreover
P ≈ 0. Because P ≈ Q and P ∼ 0, there is no α ∈ A s.t. Q αÔ⇒. Taking into account this fact, if there
is Q′ s.t. Q τÐ→ Q′, Q′ is such that Q′ ≈ 0. This creates a contradiction because Q τÐ→ Q′ is a stuttering
transition and Q ∈Π /↻. Then Q ∼ 0 and therefore depth(Q) = 0 = depth(P). Suppose depth(P) = n+1.
Let ω = αω ′ ∈ A∗τ and P′ be s.t. length(ω) = n+ 1 and P
α
Ð→ P′ ω
′
Ð→. Because P ≈ Q and Lemma 16
there are Q0, Q1, Q′ s.t. QÔ⇒Q0 αÐ→Q1 Ô⇒Q′ and P′ ≈Q′. By induction depth(P′) = depth(Q′) and
therefore depth(Q) ≥ depth(P) = n+1. We prove now that when we assume depth(Q) > n+1 we reach
a contradiction; it then follows that depth(Q) = n+ 1. Assume depth(Q) > n+ 1 and let ω = αω ′ ∈ A∗τ
be such that Q αÐ→ ˜Q ω
′
Ð→ ˜Q′ ↓ and length(ω) = depth(Q). Because P ≈ Q and Lemma 16 there is ˜P s.t.
P
α
Ô⇒ ˜P, ˜P ≈ ˜Q and depth(P) = n+1 > depth( ˜P). By the complete induction depth( ˜P) = depth( ˜Q). Then,
we reach a contradiction, n+1 > depth( ˜P) = depth( ˜Q) ≥ n+1.
Lemma 17. If P ∈Π f and P αÐ→ P′ with α ≠ τ then P /≈ P′.
Proof. Let ω ∈ A∗ be the largest sequence s.t. P′ ωÔ⇒ P′′ ↓. Then there is no Q s.t. P′ αωÔ⇒ Q. On the
other hand P αωÔ⇒, therefore P /≈ P′.
Lemma 18. If P ∈Π /↻ is s.t. P /∼ 0 and for all P′ ∈Π f ,α ∈ Aτ , P αÐ→ P′ ↓, then there is α ′ ≠ τ s.t. P α
′
Ð→.
Proof. Because P /∼ 0 there is α s.t. P αÐ→. If for all P′ ∈ Π f ,α ∈ Aτ , P αÐ→ P′ ↓ and α = τ then P ≈ 0 and
therefore all transitions that can be executed by P are stuttering transitions. This contradicts P ∈Π /↻.
Theorem 5. If P,Q,R ∈ Π /↻, P /≈ 0, Q /≈ 0 and P ∥ Q ≈ R then depth(P) < depth(R) and depth(Q) <
depth(R).
Proof. We prove depth(P)< depth(R), the proof that depth(Q) < depth(R) is analogous. Note that, since
Q /≈ 0, there is Q′ with depth(Q′)= 1 that is reachable from Q, that is, there exists ω ∈A∗ s.t. Q ωÔ⇒Q′ and
Q′ /∼ 0 (we remark the symbol /∼) and for all Q′′ ∈ Π f ,α ∈ Aτ , Q′ αÐ→Q′′ ↓. Then, by Lemma 15, Q′ ∈Π /↻
and, by Lemma 18, Q′ αÐ→ with α ≠ τ . Furthermore, by Convention 1 and the symmetric version of rule
(Par-L) we have that P ∥Q ωÔ⇒P∥Q′. By Lemma 17, P∥Q′ αÐ→P ∥ 0 and α ≠ τ imply P∥Q′ /≈P∥ 0≈P.
Because P ∈ Π /↻, whenever S ∈ Π /↻ and S ≈ P ∥ Q′, depth(S) ≥ 1+depth(P) (⋆). Given that R ≈ P ∥ Q,
P ∥Q ωÔ⇒ P ∥Q′ implies there is R′ s.t. R ωÔ⇒ R′ and R′ ≈ P ∥Q′. By Lemma 15, R′ ∈Π /↻. In addition,
by (⋆), depth(R′) ≥ 1+depth(P). Finally depth(R) ≥ depth(R′) ≥ 1+depth(P) > depth(P).
Lemma 19. If P,Q ∈Π /↻, P ≈Q and P αÔ⇒ P′, with α ∈ Aτ , then there is Q′ s.t. Q αÔ⇒Q′.
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5.2 Unique parallel decomposition
The development in this section is similar to the development in Section 4.2, for this reason in some
cases we use the same notation. This will not be a problem because both developments are independent.
In order to use Theorem 1 we need to define a commutative monoid with a decomposition order. The
commutative monoid is defined by
• P≈ = {[P]≈ ∶ P ∈Π f} where [P]≈ = {P′ ∶ P′ ≈ P}
• e = [0]≈ ∈ P≈ .
• ∥ ⊆ P≈×P≈ is s.t. [P]≈ ∥ [Q]≈ = [P ∣ Q]≈
Notice that we cannot ensure that for all P′,P′′ ∈ [P]≈, depth(P′) = depth(P′′). Then, we extend the
notion of depth in the following way. Define [P] /↻≈ = [P]≈∩Π /↻. For [P]≈ ∈P≈, depth([P]≈) = depth(P′)
with P′ ∈ [P] /↻≈ . This definition is sound because of Lemma 14 and Theorem 4.
Lemma 20. P≈ with neutral element [0]≈ and binary operation ∥ is a commutative monoid. I.e., ∥ ⊆
P≈×P≈ satisfies the associativity, commutativity and identity properties.
We shall define the partial order ≼ over P≈ using the relation Ð→ ⊆ P≈×P≈ defined as follows:
Ð→0 = {([P]≈,[Q]≈) ∶ ∃P′ ∈ [P] /↻≈ ,Q′ ∈ [Q] /↻≈ ∶ P′
α
Ô⇒Q′,α ∈ Aτ
and /∃ P0,P1 ∈Π /↻ s.t. P0 /≈ 0,P1 /≈ 0,P0 ∣ P1 ≈ P}
Ð→k+1 = {([P0 ∣ P1]≈,[Q0 ∣ P1]≈) ∶ [P0]≈Ð→k [Q0]≈,P1 ∈Π f}
∪{([P0 ∣ P1]≈,[P0 ∣ Q1]≈) ∶ [P1]≈Ð→k [Q1]≈,P0 ∈Π f}
Ð→ =
∞
⋃
k=0
Ð→k
The partial order ≼ is defined as the inverse of the reflexive-transitive closure of Ð→ i.e., ≼ = (Ð→∗)−1. We
write [P]≈ ≺ [Q]≈ if [P]≈ ≼ [Q]≈ and [P]≈ ≠ [Q]≈.
Notice that in this case Ð→ takes into account processes in Π /↻ and weak transitions that execute at
least one transition. Also notice that we are avoiding communications between the arguments of the
parallel composition in order to avoid scope extrusion.
Similarly to the strong setting, we need two lemmas, Lemmas 21 and 22, to prove that ≼ is a partial
order (Lemma 23). In addition, to prove that ≼ is a decomposition order, we need the Lemma 24 that is
equivalent to Lemma 11. The proofs of these results follow similarly to their respective counterpart in
the strong setting. (The complete proofs are in the appendix.)
Lemma 21. If [P]≈Ð→ [Q]≈ then for all ˜P ∈ [P]≈ there are α ∈ Aτ and ˜Q ∈ [Q]≈ s.t. ˜P
α
Ô⇒ ˜Q.
Lemma 22. If [P]≈Ð→ [Q]≈ then depth([P]≈) > depth([Q]≈).
Lemma 23. ≼ is a partial order.
Lemma 24. If P ∈Π /↻ and depth(P) > 0 then there is Q s.t. [P]≈Ð→ [Q]≈.
We are ready to prove that ≼⊆P≈×P≈ is a decomposition order. This proof does not present changes
w.r.t. proof of Lemma 12 except that for proving ≼ is Archimedean, we use Theorem 5. Notice that there
is no lemma equivalent to Lemma 6 in the weak setting.
Lemma 25. ≼ ⊆ P≈×P≈ is a decomposition order.
By Theorem 1, it follows that P≈ has unique decomposition.
Corollary 2. The commutative monoid P≈ has unique decomposition.
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6 Final Remarks
In this paper we have proved that finite processes of the pi-calculus satisfy UPD w.r.t. both strong bisim-
ilarity and weak bisimilarity. We have obtained these results using the technique presented in [15] (see
Theorem 1) and different properties that are satisfied in each setting. For the strong setting, we had to
prove properties related to the depth of processes. For the weak setting, we had to prove properties re-
lated to processes that execute no stuttering transitions. Our results show that the abstract framework of
[15] can be used in the context of the pi-calculus, dealing with the complications that arise from scope
extrusion. In addition, the same framework can be used to deal with the weak setting if one considers
processes without stuttering transitions. In this way, we have avoided the abstract technique introduced
in [14] which is considerably more involved than the technique that we have used in this paper.
In Section 4 we showed with two examples that norm is not additive for the pi-calculus and therefore
some proofs in [7] are flawed. After pointing out this problem to Dreier et al., they proposed us an
alternative definition of norm to solve it. Call this variant norm′. Roughly, norm′ should not consider
traces where there is a scope extrusion of processes. We think this solution may work for the applied
pi-calculus, but is not suitable for the variant of the pi-calculus considered in the present paper. We
first explain what is the problem in our context, and then why this problem is not present in applied pi .
In the first example in Section 4, we had P = P0 ∣ P1 = νz(az) ∣ a(x).!xa. Process P is not normed, i.e.
norm′(P) =∞, because the only finite trace that the process executes, P τÐ→ νz(0 ∣!za) ↓, goes through a
scope extrusion. Now, consider the process
P′ = νz(az).(0 ∣ a(x).!xa) + a(x).(νz(az) ∣!xa) + τ .(νz(0 ∣!za)) ;
it would be normed according to the alternative definition suggested above (the τ-transition from P′ is not
the result of a scope extrusion). Now, since P′ is just the expansion of P, it is clear that P ∼ P′. Thus, we
find that the property of being normed is not compatible with bisimilarity. Since the applied pi-calculus
does not include the construct for non-deterministic choice needed for the expansion, this problem is not
present there.
An open question that leaves this paper is related with UPD of the pi-calculus w.r.t. strong full
bisimilarity[20]. Strong full bisimilarity is a stronger notion of bisimulation that is a congruence for all
constructs of the pi-calculus. We have tried to apply the abstract technique in this setting so far without
success. When we tried to repeat the result in Section 4, taking into account the universal quantification
in the definition of strong full bisimilarity, a problem arose when we wanted to prove that the order
is a decomposition order. Particularly, we were not able to prove that the order is strict compatible.
Notice that this problem is not present in the asynchronous pi-calculus[20], a well-known fragment of
the pi-calculus, because (strong) bisimilarity and (strong) full bisimilarity coincide.
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